
FOR STORM DAYS AND ENDLESS IN-BOUNDS POWDER LAPS

The LINE Blade Optic 114 is a super stable stomp stick that will float
through the deepest of deep and plow through crud. 

Kick it into overdrive and experience freeride through a new lens 

LIGHTWEIGHT FREERIDE SKIS DESIGNED FOR USE OFF PISTE & IN
THE BACKCOUNTRY
 The K2 Dispatch line is an all new collection of freeride skis designed to
go hard in the backcountry. 

The K2 Dispatch 110 is the middle child in a family of three - a
directional, mid-fat ripper that skis like it's got something to prove to Mom
and Dad.

FROM THE POWDER TO THE PARK & EVERYWHERE IN BETWEEN 
The K2 Reckoner 102 is a playful and versatile ski. Whether you are

throwing a 360 on the piste or blasting through the woods, this ski can
handle it all. 

RECKONER

DISPATCH

A playful tool built for whipping cork threes
off cat tracks, hitting butters and exploring all

over the hill.

BLADE OPTIC

MARRIES DEEP SNOW PERFORMANCE WITH HARDPACK &

TOURING CAPABILITIES.
 Featuring a refined rocker profile, attuned tapering, and a functional
110 waist width, the LINE Pandora 110 will float through pow, arc on
groomers, and fight fatigue on the skin track.

PANDORA

VISION 98
ALL-MOUNTAIN VERSATILITY IN A LIGHTWEIGHT
PACKAGE
 

Whether you're looking to rally through the freshies, arc on
groomers, or motor-up skin tracks, the LINE Vision 98 is up
to the task. It may be one of the lightest skis you'll get your
hands on, but will rip whatever you throw at it.

PREMIUM SKIS

CHRONIC
SIMPLY PUT, THE CHRONIC IS A SUPER FUN ALL-MOUNTAIN SKI

The short turn radius and flex combine to make the LINE Chronic 94
very intuitive and easy to ski, and they handle hard-packed groomers

amazingly well for what are fairly soft skis.

Designed for all-mountain freestyle enjoyment, the Chronic 94 remains
the dopest all-mountain freestyle ski.

OPEN EVERYDAY 8:00AM - 6:00PM

3RD FLOOR (LOBBY AREA)

RENTALS


